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Abstrat: We haraterize the asymptoti behaviour of the weighted power variation proesses
assoiated with iterated Brownian motion. We prove weak onvergene results in the sense of nite
dimensional distributions, and show that the laws of the limiting objets an always be expressed
in terms of three independent Brownian motions X, Y and B, as well as of the loal times of
Y . In partiular, our results involve weighted versions of Kesten and Spitzer's Brownian motion
in random senery. Our ndings extend the theory initiated by Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1999),
and should be ompared with the reent result by Nourdin and Réveilla (2008), onerning the
weighted power variations of frational Brownian motion with Hurst index H = 1/4.
Key words: Brownian motion; Brownian motion in random senery; Iterated Brownian motion;
Limit theorems; Weighted power variations.
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1 Introdution and main results
The haraterization of the single-path behaviour of a given stohasti proess is often based on the
study of its power variations. A quite extensive literature has been developed on the subjet, see
e.g. [5, 16℄ (as well as the forthoming disussion) for referenes onerning the power variations
of Gaussian and Gaussian-related proesses, and [1℄ (and the referenes therein) for appliations
of power variation tehniques to the ontinuous-time modeling of nanial markets. Reall that,
for a given real κ > 1 and a given real-valued stohasti proess Z, the κ-power variation of Z,
with respet to a partition π = {0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tN = 1} of [0, 1] (N > 2 is some integer), is
dened to be the sum
N∑
k=1
|Ztk − Ztk−1 |κ. (1.1)
For the sake of simpliity, from now on we shall only onsider the ase where π is a dyadi partition,
that is, N = 2n and tk = k2
−n
, for some integer n > 2 and for k ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}.
The aim of this paper is to study the asymptoti behaviour, for every integer κ > 2 and
for n → ∞, of the (dyadi) κ-power variations assoiated with a remarkable non-Gaussian and
self-similar proess with stationary inrements, known as iterated Brownian motion (in the sequel,
I.B.M.). Formal denitions are given below: here, we shall only observe that I.B.M. is a self-similar
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proess of order
1
4 , realized as the omposition of two independent Brownian motions. As suh,
I.B.M. an be seen as a non-Gaussian ounterpart to Gaussian proesses with the same order of
self-similarity, whose power variations (and related funtionals) have been reently the objet of
an intense study. In this respet, the study of the single-path behaviour of I.B.M. is speially
relevant, when one onsiders funtionals that are obtained from (1.1) by dropping the absolute
value (when κ is odd), and by introduing some weights. More preisely, in what follows we shall
fous on the asymptoti behaviour of weighted variations of the type
2n∑
k=1
f(Z(k−1)2−n)
(
Zk2−n − Z(k−1)2−n
)κ
, κ = 2, 3, 4, . . . , (1.2)
or
2n∑
k=1
1
2
[f(Z(k−1)2−n) + f(Zk2−n)]
(
Zk2−n − Z(k−1)2−n
)κ
, κ = 2, 3, 4, . . . , (1.3)
for a real funtion f : R→ R satisfying some suitable regularity onditions.
Before dwelling on I.B.M., let us reall some reent results onerning (1.2), when Z = B is a
frational Brownian motion (fBm) of Hurst index H ∈ (0, 1) (see e.g. [18℄ for denitions) and, for
instane, κ > 2 is an even integer. Reall that, in partiular, B is a ontinuous Gaussian proess,
with an order of self-similarity equal to H. In what follows, f denotes a smooth enough funtion
suh that f and its derivatives have subexponential growth. Also, here and for the rest of the
paper, µq, q > 1, stands for the qth moment of a standard Gaussian random variable, that is,
µq = 0 if q is odd, and
µq =
q!
2q/2(q/2)!
, if q is even. (1.4)
We have (see [15, 16, 17℄) as n→∞:
1. When H > 34 ,
2n−2Hn
2n∑
k=1
f(B(k−1)2−n)
[(
2nH(Bk2−n−B(k−1)2−n)
)κ−µκ] L2−→µκ−2(κ
2
)∫ 1
0
f(Bs)dZ
(2)
s ,
(1.5)
where Z(2) denotes the Rosenblatt proess anonially onstruted from B (see [16℄ for more
details.)
2. When H = 34 ,
2−
n
2√
n
2n∑
k=1
f(B(k−1)2−n)
[(
2
3n
4 (Bk2−n−B(k−1)2−n)
)κ−µκ] Law−→σ 3
4
,κ
∫ 1
0
f(Bs)dWs, (1.6)
where σ 3
4
,κ is an expliit onstant depending only on κ, and W is a standard Brownian
motion independent of B.
2
3. When
1
4 < H <
3
4 ,
2−
n
2
2n∑
k=1
f(B(k−1)2−n)
[(
2nH(Bk2−n−B(k−1)2−n)
)κ−µκ] Law−→σH,κ∫ 1
0
f(Bs)dWs, (1.7)
for an expliit onstant σH,κ depending only on H and κ, and where W denotes a standard
Brownian motion independent of B.
4. When H = 14 ,
2−
n
2
2n∑
k=1
f(B(k−1)2−n)
[(
2nH(Bk2−n−B(k−1)2−n)
)κ−µκ] Law−→ 1
4
µκ−2
(
κ
2
)∫ 1
0
f ′′(Bs)ds
+σ 1
4
,κ
∫ 1
0
f(Bs)dWs, (1.8)
where σ 1
4
,κ is an expliit onstant depending only on κ, and W is a standard Brownian
motion independent of B.
5. When H < 14 ,
22Hn−n
2n∑
k=1
f(B(k−1)2−n)
[(
2nH(Bk2−n−B(k−1)2−n)
)κ−µκ] L2−→ 1
4
µκ−2
(
κ
2
)∫ 1
0
f ′′(Bs)ds.
(1.9)
In the urrent paper, we fous on the iterated Brownian motion, whih is a ontinuous non-
Gaussian self-similar proess of order
1
4 . More preisely, let X be a two-sided Brownian motion,
and let Y be a standard (one-sided) Brownian motion independent of X. In what follows, we
shall denote by Z the iterated Brownian motion (I.B.M.) assoiated with X and Y , that is,
Z(t) = X
(
Y (t)
)
, t > 0. (1.10)
The proess Z appearing in (1.10) has been rst (to the best of our knowledge) introdued in
[2℄, and then further studied in a number of papers  see for instane [12℄ for a omprehensive
aount up to 1999, and [6, 13, 14, 19℄ for more reent referenes on the subjet. Suh a proess
an be regarded as the realization of a Brownian motion on a random fratal (represented by
the path of the underlying motion Y ). Note that Z is self-similar of order 14 , Z has stationary
inrements, and Z is neither a Dirihlet proess nor a semimartingale or a Markov proess in its
own ltration. A ruial question is therefore how one an dene a stohasti alulus with respet
to Z. This issue has been takled by Khoshnevisan and Lewis in the ground-breaking paper [11℄
(see also [12℄), where the authors develop a Stratonovih-type stohasti alulus with respet to
Z, by extensively using tehniques based on the properties of some speial arrays of Brownian
stopping times, as well as on exursion-theoreti arguments. Khoshnevisan and Lewis' approah
an be roughly summarized as follows. Sine the paths of Z are too irregular, one annot hope
to eetively dene stohasti integrals as limits of Riemann sums with respet to a deterministi
partition of the time axis. However, a winning idea is to approah deterministi partitions by
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means of random partitions dened in terms of hitting times of the underlying Brownian motion
Y . In this way, one an bypass the random time-deformation fored by (1.10), and perform
asymptoti proedures by separating the roles of X and Y in the overall denition of Z. Later in
this setion, by adopting the same terminology introdued in [12℄, we will show that the role of
Y is speially enoded by the so-alled intrinsi skeletal struture of Z.
By inspetion of the tehniques developed in [11℄, one sees that a entral role in the denition
of a stohasti alulus with respet to Z is played by the asymptoti behavior of the quadrati,
ubi and quarti variations assoiated with Z. Our aim in this paper is to omplete the results
of [12℄, by proving asymptoti results involving weighted power variations of Z of arbitrary order,
where the weighting is realized by means of a well-hosen real-valued funtion of Z. Our tehniques
involve some new results onerning the weak onvergene of non-linear funtionals of Gaussian
proesses, reently proved in [20℄. As explained above, our results should be ompared with the
reent ndings, onerning power variations of Gaussian proesses, ontained in [15, 16, 17℄.
Following Khoshnevisan and Lewis [11, 12℄, we start by introduing the so-alled intrinsi
skeletal struture of the I.B.M. Z appearing in (1.10). This struture is dened through a sequene
of olletions of stopping times (with respet to the natural ltration of Y ), noted
Tn = {Tk,n : k > 0}, n > 1, (1.11)
whih are in turn expressed in terms of the subsequent hitting times of a dyadi grid ast on the
real axis. More preisely, let Dn = {j2−n/2 : j ∈ Z}, n > 1, be the dyadi partition (of R) of order
n/2. For every n > 1, the stopping times Tk,n, appearing in (1.11), are given by the following
reursive denition: T0,n = 0, and
Tk,n = inf
{
s > Tk−1,n : Y (s) ∈ Dn \ {Y (Tk−1,n)}
}
, k > 1,
where, as usual, A \ B = A ∩ Bc (Bc is the omplement of B). Note that the denition of Tk,n,
and therefore of Tn, only involves the one-sided Brownian motion Y , and that, for every n > 1,
the disrete stohasti proess
Yn = {Y (Tk,n) : k > 0}
denes a simple random walk over Dn. The intrinsi skeletal struture of Z is then dened to be
the sequene
I.S.S. = {Dn,Tn,Yn : n > 1},
desribing the random sattering of the paths of Y about the points of the partitions {Dn}. As
shown in [11℄, the I.S.S. of Z provides an appropriate sequene of (random) partitions upon whih
one an build a stohasti alulus with respet to Z. It an be shown that, as n tends to innity,
the olletion {Tk,n : k > 0} approximates the ommon dyadi partition {k2−n : k > 0} of order
n (see [11, Lemma 2.2℄ for a preise statement). Inspired again by [11℄, we shall use the I.S.S.
of Z in order to dene and study weighted power variations, whih are the main objet of this
paper. To this end, reall that µκ is dened, via (1.4), as the κth moment of a entered standard
Gaussian random variable. Then, the weighted power variation of the I.B.M. Z, assoiated with
a real-valued funtion f , with an instant t ∈ [0, 1], and with integers n > 1 and κ > 2, is dened
as follows:
V (κ)n (f, t) =
1
2
⌊2nt⌋∑
k=1
(
f
(
Z(Tk,n)
)
+ f
(
Z(Tk−1,n)
)) ((
Z(Tk,n)− Z(Tk−1,n)
)κ − µκ 2−κn4 ) .(1.12)
4
Note that, due to self-similarity and independene,
µκ 2
−κn
4 = E
[(
Z(Tk,n)− Z(Tk−1,n)
)κ]
= E
[(
Z(Tk,n)− Z(Tk−1,n)
)κ | Y ].
For eah integer n > 1, k ∈ Z and t > 0, let Uj,n(t) (resp. Dj,n(t)) denote the number of
uprossings (resp. downrossings) of the interval [j2−n/2, (j+1)2−n/2] within the rst ⌊2nt⌋ steps
of the random walk {Y (Tk,n)}k>1 (see formulae (3.30) and (3.31) below for preise denitions).
The following lemma plays a ruial role in the study of the asymptoti behavior of V
(κ)
n (f, ·):
Lemma 1.1 (See [11, Lemma 2.4℄) Fix t ∈ [0, 1], κ > 2 and let f : R → R be any real funtion.
Then
V (κ)n (f, t) =
1
2
∑
j∈Z
(
f(X
(j−1)2−
n
2
) + f(X
j 2−
n
2
)
)
× (1.13)
[(
X
j2−
n
2
−X
(j−1)2−
n
2
)κ
− µκ 2−κ
n
4
] (
Uj,n(t) + (−1)κDj,n(t)
)
.
The main feature of the deomposition (1.13) is that it separates X from Y , providing a rep-
resentation of V
(κ)
n (f, t) whih is amenable to analysis. Using Lemma 1.1 as a key ingredient,
Khoshnevisan and Lewis [11℄ proved the following results, orresponding to the ase where f is
identially one in (1.12): as n→∞,
2−n/4√
2
V (2)n (1, ·)
D[0,1]
=⇒ B.M.R.S. and 2
n/4
√
96
V (4)n (1, ·)
D[0,1]
=⇒ B.M.R.S.
Here, and for the rest of the paper,
D[0,1]
=⇒ stands for the onvergene in distribution in the Skoro-
hod spae D[0, 1], while `B.M.R.S.' indiates Kesten and Spitzer's Brownian Motion in Random
Senery (see [10℄). This objet is dened as:
B.M.R.S. =
{∫
R
Lxt (Y )dBx
}
t∈[0,1]
, (1.14)
where B is a two-sided Brownian motion independent of X and Y , and {Lxt (Y )}x∈R, t∈[0,1] is
a jointly ontinuous version of the loal time proess of Y (the independene of X and B is
immaterial here, and will be used in the subsequent disussion). In [11℄ it is also proved that the
asymptoti behavior of the ubi variation of Z is very dierent, and that in this ase the limit is
I.B.M. itself, namely:
2n/2√
15
V (3)n (1, ·)
D[0,1]
=⇒ I.B.M.
As antiipated, our aim in the present paper is to haraterize the asymptoti behavior of
V
(κ)
n (f, t) in (1.12), n → ∞, in the ase of a general funtion f and of a general integer κ > 2.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.2 Let f : R → R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, and κ > 2 be an integer.
Then, as n→∞,
5
1. if κ is even,
{
Xx, 2
(κ−3)n
4 V
(κ)
n (f, t)
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
onverges in the sense of nite dimensional
distributions (f.d.d.) to{
Xx,
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫
R
f(Xz)L
z
t (Y )dBz
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
; (1.15)
2. if κ is odd,
{
Xx, 2
(κ−1)n
4 V
(κ)
n (f, t)
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to
{
Xx,
∫ Yt
0
f(Xz)
(
µκ+1 d
◦Xz +
√
µ2κ − µ2κ+1 dBz
)}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
. (1.16)
Remark 1.3 1. Here, and for the rest of the paper, we shall write
∫ ·
0 f(Xz)d
◦Xz to indiate
the Stratonovih integral of f(X) with respet to the Brownian motion X. On the other
hand,
∫ t
0 f(Xz)dBz (resp.
∫ t
0 f(Xz)L
z
t (Y )dBz) is well-dened (for eah t) as the Wiener-
It stohasti integral of the random mapping z 7→ f(Xz) (resp. z 7→ f(Xz)Lzt (Y )), with
respet to the independent Brownian motion B. In partiular, one uses the fat that the
mapping z 7→ Lzt (Y ) has a.s. ompat support.
2. We all the proess
t 7→
∫
R
f(Xz)L
z
t (Y )dBz (1.17)
appearing in (1.15) a Weighted Browian Motion in Random Senery (W.B.M.R.S.  om-
pare with (1.14)), the weighting being randomly determined by f and by the independent
Brownian motion X.
3. The relations (1.15)-(1.16) an be reformulated in the sense of stable onvergene. For
instane, (1.15) an be rephrased by saying that the nite dimensional distributions of
2(κ−3)
n
4 V (κ)n (f, ·)
onverge σ(X)-stably to those of√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫
R
f(Xz)L
z
· (Y )dBz
(see e.g. Jaod and Shiryayev [9℄ for an exhaustive disussion of stable onvergene).
4. Of ourse, one reovers nite dimensional versions of the results by Khoshnevisan and Lewis
by hoosing f to be identially one in (1.15)-(1.16).
5. To keep the length of this paper within bounds, we defer to future analysis the rather
tehnial investigation of the tightness of the proesses 2(κ−3)
n
4 V
(κ)
n (f, t) (κ even) and
2(κ−1)
n
4 V
(κ)
n (f, t) (κ odd).
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Another type of weighted power variations is given by the following denition: for t ∈ [0, 1],
f : R→ R and κ > 2, let
S(κ)n (f, t) =
j
1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)k∑
k=0
f
(
Z(T2k+1,n)
) [(
Z(T2k+2,n)− Z(T2k+1,n)
)κ
+(−1)κ+1(Z(T2k+1,n)− Z(T2k,n))κ] .
This type of variations have been introdued very reently by Swanson [21℄ (see, more preisely,
relations (1.6) and (1.7) in [21℄), and used in order to obtain a hange of variables formula (in
law) for the solution of the stohasti heat equation driven by a spae/time white noise. Sine
our approah allows us to treat this type of signed weighted power variations, we will also prove
the following result:
Theorem 1.4 Let f : R → R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, and κ > 2 be an integer.
Then, as n→∞,
1. if κ is even,
{
Xx, 2
(κ−1)n
4 S
(κ)
n (f, t)
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to
{
Xx,
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ Yt
0
f(Xz)dBz
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
; (1.18)
2. if κ is odd,
{
Xx, 2
(κ−1)n
4 S
(κ)
n (f, t)
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to
{
Xx,
∫ Yt
0
f(Xz)
(
µκ+1 d
◦Xz +
√
µ2κ − µ2κ+1 dBz
)}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
. (1.19)
Remark 1.5 1. See also Burdzy [3℄ for an alternative study of (non-weighted) signed varia-
tions of I.B.M. Note, however, that the approah of [3℄ is not based on the use of the I.S.S.,
but rather on thinning deterministi partitions of the time axis.
2. The limits and the rates of onvergene in (1.16) and (1.19) are the same, while the limits
and the rates of onvergenes in (1.15) and (1.18) are dierent.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we state and prove some anillary
results involving weighted sums of polynomial transformations of Brownian inrements. Setion
3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2, while in Setion 4 we deal with Theorem 1.4.
2 Preliminaries
In order to prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4, we shall need several asymptoti results, involving
quantities that are solely related to the Brownian motion X. The aim of this setion is to state
and prove these results, that are of lear independent interest.
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We let the notation of the Introdution prevail: in partiular, X and B are two independent
two-sided Brownian motions, and Y is a one-sided Brownian motion independent of X and B.
For every n > 1, we also dene the proess X(n) = {X(n)t }t>0 as
X
(n)
t = 2
n/4Xt2−n/2 . (2.20)
Remark 2.1 In what follows, we will work with the dyadi partition of order n/2, instead of that
of order n, sine the former emerges very naturally in the proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem
1.4, as given, respetively, in Setion 3 and Setion 4 below. Plainly, the results stated and proved
in this setion an be easily reformulated in terms of any sequene of partitions with equidistant
points and with meshes onverging to zero.
The following result plays an important role in this setion. In the next statement, and for
the rest of the paper, we will freely use the language of Wiener haos and Hermite polynomials.
The reader is referred e.g. to Chapter 1 in [18℄ for any unexplained denition or result.
Theorem 2.2 (Peati and Tudor [20℄). Fix d > 2, x d natural numbers 1 6 n1 6 . . . 6 nd
and, for every k > 1, let Fk = (F k1 , . . . , F
k
d ) be a vetor of d random variables suh that, for
every j = 1, . . . , d, the sequene of F kj , k > 1, belongs to the njth Wiener haos assoiated with
X. Suppose that, for every 1 6 i, j 6 d, limk→∞E(F
k
i F
k
j ) = δij , where δij is Kroneker symbol.
Then, the following two onditions are equivalent:
(i) The sequene F
k
, k > 1, onverges in distribution to a standard entered Gaussian vetor
N (0, Id) (Id is the d× d identity matrix),
(ii) For every j = 1, . . . , d, the sequene F kj , k > 1, onverges in distribution to a standard
Gaussian random variable N (0, 1).
The forthoming proposition is the key to the main results of this setion.
Given a polynomial P : R → R, we say that P has entered Hermite rank > 2 whenever
E [GP(G)] = 0 (where G is a standard Gaussian random variable). Note that P has entered
Hermite rank > 2 if, and only if, P (x) − E [P (G)] has Hermite rank > 2, in the sense of Taqqu
[22℄.
Proposition 2.3 Let P : R → R be a polynomial with entered Hermite rank > 2. Let α, β ∈ R
and denote by φ : N → R the funtion dened by the relation: φ(i) equals α or β, aording as i
is even or odd. Fix an integer N > 1 and, for every j = 1, ..., N , set
M
(n)
j = 2
−n/4
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
φ (i)
{
P
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
− E[P(G)]
}
,
M
(n)
j+N = 2
−n/4
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
(−1)i
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
,
where G ∼ N (0, 1) is a standard Gaussian random variable. Then, as n→∞, the random vetor{
M
(n)
1 , ...,M
(n)
2N ; {Xt}t>0
}
(2.21)
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onverges weakly in the spae R
2N × C0(R+) to{√
α2 + β2
2
Var
(
P(G)
)(
∆B (1) , ...,∆B (N)
)
;∆B (N + 1) , ...,∆B (2N) ; {Xt}t>0
}
(2.22)
where ∆B (i) = Bi −Bi−1, i = 1, ..., N .
Proof. For the sake of notational simpliity, we provide the proof only in the ase where α =√
2 and β = 0, the extension to the general ase being a straightfroward onsequene of the
independene of the Brownian inrements. For every h ∈ L2 (R+), we write X (h) =
∫∞
0 h (s) dXs.
To prove the result it is suient to show that, for every λ = (λ1, ..., λ2N+1) ∈ R2N+1 and every
h ∈ L2 (R+), the sequene of random variables
Fn =
2N∑
j=1
λjM
(n)
j + λ2N+1X (h)
onverges in law to√
Var
(
P(G)
) N∑
j=1
λj∆B (j) +
2N∑
j=N+1
λj∆B (j) + λ2N+1X (h) .
We start by observing that the fat that P has entered Hermite rank > 2 implies that P is suh
that
P
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
− E [P (G)] =
κ∑
m=2
bmHm
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
, for some κ > 2, (2.23)
where Hm denotes the mth Hermite polynomial, and the oeients bm are real-valued and
uniquely determined by (2.23). Moreover, one has that
Var
(
P(G)
)
=
κ∑
m=2
b2m E
[
Hm (G)
2
]
=
κ∑
m=2
b2mm!. (2.24)
We an now write
Fn = λ2N+1X (h) +
√
2 2−
n
4
N∑
j=1
λj
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
i even
κ∑
m=2
bmHm
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
+2−
n
4
N∑
j=1
λN+j
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
(−1)i
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
= λ2N+1X (h) +
κ∑
m=2
bm
N∑
j=1
λj
√
2 2−
n
4
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
i even
Hm
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
+2−
n
4
N∑
j=1
λN+j
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
(−1)i
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
.
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By using the independene of the Brownian inrements, the Central Limit Theorem and Theorem
2.2, we dedue that the κ+ 1 dimensional vetorX (h) ; 2−n4
N∑
j=1
λN+j
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
(−1)i
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
;
N∑
j=1
λj
√
2 2−
n
4
⌊j2n/2⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2n/2⌋+1
i even
Hm
(
X
(n)
i −X(n)i−1
)
: m = 2, ..., κ

onverges in law to‖h‖2 ×G0;
N∑
j=1
λN+j Gj,1;
N∑
j=1
λj
√
m!Gj,m : m = 2, ..., κ
 ,
where {G0;Gj,m : j = 1, ..., N , m = 1, ..., κ} is a olletion of i.i.d. standard Gaussian random
variables N (0, 1). This implies that Fn onverges in law, as n→∞, to
λ2N+1 ‖h‖2G0 +
N∑
j=1
λN+jGj,1 +
N∑
j=1
λj
κ∑
m=2
bm
√
m!Gj,m
Law
= λ2N+1X (h) +
2N∑
j=N+1
λj∆B (j) +
N∑
j=1
λj
√
Var
(
P(G)
)
∆B (j) ,
where we have used (2.24). This proves our laim.
Remark 2.4 It is immediately veried that the sequene of Brownian motions appearing in (2.20)
is asymptotially independent of X (just ompute the ovariane funtion of the 2-dimensional
Gaussian proess (X,X(n))). However, by inspetion of the proof of Proposition 2.3, one sees that
this fat is immaterial in the proof of the asymptoti independene of the vetor (Mn1 , ...,M
n
2N )
and X. Indeed, suh a result depends uniquely of the fat that the polynomial P− E(P(G)) has
an Hermite rank of order stritly greater than one. This is a onsequene of Theorem 2.2. It
follows that the statement of Proposition 2.3 still holds when the sequene {X(n)} is replaed by
a sequene of Brownian motions {X(∗,n)} of the type
X(∗,n)(t) =
∫
ψn(t, z)dXz , t > 0, n > 1,
where, for eah t, ψn is a square-integrable deterministi kernel.
One again, we stress that d and d◦ denote, resp., the Wiener-It integral and the Stratonovih
integral, see also Remark 1.3 (1).
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Theorem 2.5 Let the notation and assumptions of Proposition 2.3 prevail (in partiular, P has
entered Hermite rank > 2), and set
J
(n)
t (f) = 2
−n
4
1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2) + f(Xj2−n/2)
)
×
[
φ (j)
{
P
(
X
(n)
j −X(n)j−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
+ γ(−1)j
(
X
(n)
j −X(n)j−1
)]
, t > 0,
where γ ∈ R and the real-valued funtion f is supposed to belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded.
Then, as n→ +∞, the two-dimensional proess{
J
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to{√
γ2 +
α2 + β2
2
Var
(
P(G)
) ∫ t
0
f (Xs) dBs,Xt
}
t>0
. (2.25)
Proof. Set σ :=
√
α2+β2
2 Var
(
P(G)
)
. We have
J
(m)
t (f) = J˜
(m)
t (f) + r
(m)
t (f) + s
(m)
t (f),
where
J˜
(m)
t (f) = 2
m
4
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
f(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
)
[
φ (j)
{
P
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
+γ(−1)j
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)]
r
(m)
t (f) = 2
−m
2
1
2
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
f ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
)
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)
×
[
φ (j)
{
P
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
+ γ(−1)j
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)]
s
(m)
t (f) = 2
− 3m
4
1
4
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
f ′′(Xθj,m)
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)2
×
[
φ (j)
{
P
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
+ γ(−1)j
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)]
,
for some θj,m between (j − 1)2−m2 and j2−m2 . We deompose
r
(m)
t (f) = 2
−m
2
1
2
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
φ (j) f ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
)
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
){
P
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
+
γ
2
2−
m
2
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
(−1)jf ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
)
(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)2
= r
(1,m)
t (f) + r
(2,m)
t (f).
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By independene of inrements and beause E
[
G
(
P(G)− E[P(G)])] = 0 we have
E
∣∣r(1,m)t (f)∣∣2 = 14 2−mE [G2(P(G)− E[P(G)])2]
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
φ2(j)E
∣∣f ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
)
∣∣2 = O(2−m2 ).
For r
(2,m)
t (f), we an deompose
r
(2,m)
t (f) =
γ
2
2−
m
2
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
(−1)jf ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
)
[(
X
(m)
j −X(m)j−1
)2
− 1
]
+
γ
2
2−
m
2
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
(−1)jf ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
) = r
(2,1,m)
t (f) + r
(2,2,m)
t (f).
By independene of inrements and beause E
(
G2 − 1) = 0, we have
E
∣∣r(2,1,m)t (f)∣∣2 = γ24 Var(G2) 2−m
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
j=1
E
∣∣f ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
)
∣∣2 = O(2−m2 ).
For r
(2,2,m)
t (f), remark that
2−
m
2
⌊2
m
2 t⌋∑
k=0
(−1)jf ′(X
(j−1)2−
m
2
) = 2−
m
2
⌊⌊2
m
2 t⌋/2⌋∑
k=0
(
f ′(X
(2k+1)2−
m
2
)− f ′(X
(2k)2−
m
2
)
)
+O(2−
m
2 )
so that E
∣∣r(2,2,m)t (f)∣∣ = O(2−m4 ). Thus, we obtained that E∣∣r(m)t (f)∣∣ −→ 0 as m→∞. Sine we
obviously have, using the boundedness of f ′′, that
E
∣∣s(m)t (f)∣∣ −→ 0 as m→∞,
we see that the onvergene result in Theorem 2.5 is equivalent to the onvergene of the pair{
J˜
(n)
t (f),Xt
}
t>0
to the objet in (2.25).
Now, for every m > n, one has that
J
(m)
t (f) = 2
−m
4
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
f(X(i−1)2−m/2)
×
[
φ (i)
{
P
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
+ γ(−1)i
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)]
= A
(m,n)
t +B
(m,n)
t ,
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where
A
(m,n)
t = 2
−m
4
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
×
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[
φ (i)
{
P
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
+ γ(−1)i
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)]
B
(m,n)
t = 2
−m
4
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[
f(X(i−1)2−m/2)− f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
]
×
[
φ (i)
{
P
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)
−E [P (G)]
}
+ γ(−1)i
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)]
.
We shall study A(m,n) and B(m,n) separately. By Proposition 2.3, we know that, as m→∞, the
random elementX; 2−m4
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
φ (i)
{
P
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)
− E [P (G)]
}
: j = 1, ..., 2n/2;
2−
m
4
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
(−1)i
(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)
: j = 1, ..., 2n/2

onverges in law to{
X; 2−
n
4 σ∆B (j) : j = 1, ..., 2n/2; 2−
n
4 ∆B
(
j + 2n/2
)
: j = 1, ..., 2n/2
}
Law
=
{
X;σ
(
B
(
j2−n/2
)
−B
(
(j − 1) 2−n/2
))
: j = 1, ..., 2n/2;
B2
(
j2−n/2
)
−B2
(
(j − 1) 2−n/2
)
: j = 1, ..., 2n/2
}
,
where B2 denotes a standard Brownian motion, independent of X and B. Hene, as m→∞,{
X;A(m,n)
}
f.d.d.
=⇒
{
X;A(∞,n)
}
where
A
(∞,n)
t := σ
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
[
B
(
j2−n/2
)
−B
(
(j − 1) 2−n/2
)]
+γ
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
[
B2
(
j2−n/2
)
−B2
(
(j − 1) 2−n/2
)]
.
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By letting n → ∞, and by using the independene of X,B and B2, one obtains that A(∞,n)
onverges uniformly on ompats in probability (u..p.) towards
A
(∞,∞)
t ,
∫ t
0
f (Xs)
(
σ dB(s) + γ dB2(s)
)
.
This proves that, by letting m and then n go to innity
{
X;A(m,n)
}
onverges in the sense of
f.d.d. to {
X;A(∞,∞)
}
Law
=
{
X;
√
σ2 + γ2
∫ ·
0
f (Xs) dB(s)
}
.
To onlude the proof of the Theorem we shall show that, by letting m and then n go to
innity, B
(m,n)
t onverges to zero in L
2
, for any xed t > 0. To see this, write K = max(|α|, |β|)
and observe that, for every t > 0, the independene of the Brownian inrements yields the hain
of inequalities:
E
[∣∣∣B(m,n)t ∣∣∣2] = 2−m/2 ⌊2
n/2t⌋∑
j=1
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
E
{∣∣∣f(X(i−1)2−m/2)− f(X(j−1)2−n/2)∣∣∣2}
×E
{∣∣∣φ (i){P(X(m)i −X(m)i−1)− E [P (G)]}+ γ(−1)i (X(m)i −X(m)i−1)∣∣∣2}
6 2|f ′|2∞
(
K2Var
(
P(G)
)
+ γ2
)
2−m/2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[
(i− 1) 2−m2 −(j − 1) 2−n2
]
6 2|f ′|2∞
(
K2Var
(
P(G)
)
+ γ2
)
2−
m+n
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
1
6 2|f ′|2∞t
(
K2Var
(
P(G)
)
+ γ2
)
2−n/2.
This shows that
lim sup
m→∞
E
[∣∣∣B(m,n)t ∣∣∣2] 6 cst. 2−n/2,
and the desired onlusion is obtained by letting n→∞.
We now state several onsequenes of Theorem 2.5. The rst one (see also Jaod [8℄) is
obtained by setting α = β = 1 (that is, φ is identially one), γ = 0 and by realling that, for an
even integer κ > 2, the polynomial P (x) = xκ − µκ has entered Hermite rank > 2.
Corollary 2.6 Let f : R → R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, and x an even integer
κ > 2. For t > 0, we set:
J
(n)
t (f) = 2
−n
4
1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)+f(Xj2−n/2)
) {
2κ
n
4
(
Xj2−n/2 −X(j−1)2−n/2
)κ
− µκ
}
.
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(2.26)
Then, as n→ +∞,
{
J
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to{√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ t
0
f (Xs) dBs,Xt
}
t>0
.
The next result derives from Theorem 2.5 in the ase α = 1, β = −1 and γ = 0.
Corollary 2.7 Let f : R → R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, κ > 2 be an even integer,
and set, for t > 0:
J
(n)
t (f) = 2
(κ−1)n
4
1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)+f(Xj2−n/2)
)
(−1)j
(
Xj2−n/2 −X(j−1)2−n/2
)κ
. (2.27)
Then, as n→ +∞, the proess
{
J
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to{√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ t
0
f (Xs) dBs,Xt
}
t>0
. (2.28)
Proof. It is not diult to see that the onvergene result in the statement is equivalent to the
onvergene of the pair
{
Z
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
to the objet in (2.28), where
Z
(n)
t (f) = 2
−n
4
1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)+f(Xj2−n/2)
)
(−1)j
{
2κ
n
4
(
Xj2−n/2 −X(j−1)2−n/2
)κ
− µκ
}
,
so that the onlusion is a diret onsequene of Theorem 2.5. Indeed, we have
2−
n
4
1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(−1)j(f(X(j−1)2−n/2) + f(Xj2−n/2)) = 2−n4 12(f(X2⌊2n/2t⌋2−n/2)− f(X0))
whih tends to zero in L2, as n→∞.
A slight modiation of Corollary 2.7 yields:
Corollary 2.8 Let f : R→ R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, let κ > 2 be an even integer,
and set:
J˜
(n)
t (f) = 2
(κ−1)n
4
j
1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)k∑
j=1
f(X
(2j+1)2−
n
2
)
[(
X
(2j+2)2−
n
2
−X
(2j+1)2−
n
2
)κ
−
(
X
(2j+1)2−
n
2
−X
(2j)2−
n
2
)κ]
, t > 0.
Then, as n→ +∞, the proess
{
J˜
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to (2.28).
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Proof. By separating the sum aording to the eveness of j, one an write
J˜
(n)
t (f) = J
(n)
t (f)− r(n)t (f) + s(n)t (f),
for J
(n)
t (f) dened by (2.27) and
r
(n)
t (f) =
2(κ−1)
n
4
2
⌊ 1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)
⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(2j+2)2−n/2)− f(X(2j+1)2−n/2)
)(
X(2j+2)2−n/2 −X(2j+1)2−n/2
)κ
s
(n)
t (f) =
2(κ−1)
n
4
2
⌊ 1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)
⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(2j)2−n/2)− f(X(2j+1)2−n/2)
)(
X(2j)2−n/2 −X(2j+1)2−n/2
)κ
.
We deompose
r
(n)
t (f) =
2(κ−1)
n
4
2
⌊ 1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)
⌋∑
j=1
f ′(X(2j+1)2−n/2)
(
X(2j+2)2−n/2 −X(2j+1)2−n/2
)κ+1
+
2(κ−1)
n
4
2
⌊ 1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)
⌋∑
j=1
f ′′(Xθj,n)
(
X(2j+2)2−n/2 −X(2j+1)2−n/2
)κ+2
= r
(1,n)
t (f) + r
(2,n)
t (f),
for some θj,n between (2j+1)2
−n/2
and (2j+2)2−n/2 . By independene of inrements and beause
E
[
Gκ+1
]
= 0, we have
E
∣∣r(1,n)t (f)∣∣2 = E[G2κ+2] 2−n 14
⌊ 1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)
⌋∑
j=1
E
∣∣f ′(X(2j+1)2−n/2)∣∣2 = O(2−n/2).
For r
(2,n)
t (f), we have
E
∣∣r(2,n)t (f)∣∣ = O(2−n/4).
Similarly, we prove that E
∣∣s(n)t (f)∣∣ tends to zero as n → ∞, so that the onlusion is a diret
onsequene of Corollary 2.7.
The subsequent results fous on odd powers.
Corollary 2.9 Let f : R → R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, κ > 3 be an odd integer,
and dene J
(n)
t (f) aording to (2.26) (remark however that µκ = 0). Then, as n → +∞,{
J
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to
{∫ t
0
f (Xs)
(
µκ+1d
◦X (s) +
√
µ2κ − µ2κ+1dBs
)
,Xt
}
t>0
. (2.29)
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Proof. One an write:
J
(n)
t (f) = 2
−n
4
1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2) + f(Xj2−n/2)
)
×
{(
X
(n)
j −X(n)(j−1)
)κ
− µκ+1
(
X
(n)
j −X(n)(j−1)
)}
+
µκ+1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2) + f(Xj2−n/2)
) (
Xj2−n/2 −X(j−1)2−n/2
)
= D
(n)
t + E
(n)
t .
Sine xκ − µκ+1x has entered Hermite rank > 2, one an deal with D(n)t diretly via Theorem
2.5. The onlusion is obtained by observing that E
(n)
t onverges u..p. to µκ+1
∫ t
0 f (Xs) d
◦Xs.
A slight modiation of Corollary 2.9 yields:
Corollary 2.10 Let f : R → R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, κ > 3 be an odd integer,
and set:
J˜
(n)
t (f) = 2
(κ−1)n
4
j
1
2
(
2
n
2 t−1
)k∑
j=1
f(X
(2j+1)2−
n
2
)
[(
X
(2j+2)2−
n
2
−X
(2j+1)2−
n
2
)κ
+
(
X
(2j+1)2−
n
2
−X
(2j)2−
n
2
)κ]
, t > 0.
Then, as n→ +∞, the proess
{
J˜
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
onverges in the sense f.d.d. to (2.29).
Proof. Follows the proof of Corollary 2.8.
The next result an be proved analogously.
Corollary 2.11 Let f : R→ R belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded, κ > 3 be an odd integer, and
dene J
(n)
t (f) aording to (2.27). Then, as n → +∞, the proess
{
J
(n)
t (f) ,Xt
}
t>0
onverges
in the sense of f.d.d. to{√
µ2κ
∫ t
0
f (Xs) dB(s),Xt
}
t>0
.
Proof. One an write
J
(n)
t (f) = 2
−n
4
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)(−1)j
{(
X
(n)
j −X(n)(j−1)
)κ
− µκ+1
(
X
(n)
j −X(n)(j−1)
)}
+µκ+12
−n
4
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)(−1)j
(
X
(n)
j −X(n)j−1
)
.
Sine xκ − µκ+1x has entered Hermite rank > 2, Theorem 2.5 gives the desired onlusion.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1.2
Fix t ∈ [0, 1], and let, for any n ∈ N and j ∈ Z,
Uj,n(t) = ♯
{
k = 0, . . . , ⌊2nt⌋ − 1 : (3.30)
Y (Tk,n) = j2
−n/2
and Y (Tk+1,n) = (j + 1)2
−n/2
}
Dj,n(t) = ♯
{
k = 0, . . . , ⌊2nt⌋ − 1 : (3.31)
Y (Tk,n) = (j + 1)2
−n/2
and Y (Tk+1,n) = j2
−n/2
}
denote the number of uprossings and downrossings of the interval [j2−n/2, (j + 1)2−n/2] within
the rst ⌊2nt⌋ steps of the random walk {Y (Tk,n), k ∈ N}, respetively. Also, set
Lj,n(t) = 2−n/2
(
Uj,n(t) +Dj,n(t)
)
.
The following statement ollets several useful estimates proved in [11℄.
Proposition 3.1 1. For every x ∈ R and t ∈ [0, 1], we have
E
[|Lxt (Y )|] 6 2E[|L01(Y )|]√t exp(− x22t ).
2. For every xed t ∈ [0, 1], we have ∑j∈ZE[|Lj,n(t)|2] = O(2n/2).
3. There exists a positive onstant µ suh that, for every a, b ∈ R with ab > 0 and t ∈ [0, 1],
E
[|Lbt(Y )− Lat (Y )|2] 6 µ |b− a|√t exp(−a22t
)
.
4. There exists a random variable K ∈ L8 suh that, for every j ∈ Z, every n > 0 and every
t ∈ [0, 1], one has that
|Lj,n(t)− Lj2
−n/2
t (Y )| 6 Kn2−n/4
√
Lj2
−n/2
t (Y ).
Proof. The rst point is proved in [11, Lemma 3.3℄. The proof of the seond point is obtained
by simply mimiking the arguments displayed in the proof of [11, Lemma 3.7℄. The third point
orresponds to the ontent of [11, Lemma 3.4℄, while the fourth point is proved in [11, Lemma
3.6℄.
We will also need the following result:
Proposition 3.2 Fix some integers n,N > 1, and let κ be an even integer. Then, as m → ∞,
the random elementXx, 2−m4
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
]
Li,m(t) : j = −N, . . . ,N

x∈R, t∈[0,1]
onverges weakly in the sense of f.d.d. to{
Xx,
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ j2−n/2
(j−1)2−n/2
Lxt (Y )dBx : j = −N, . . . ,N
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
.
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Proof. For every m > k > n, we an write
2−
m
4
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
]
Li,m(t) = A(m,k)j,n,t +B(m,k)j,n,t + C(m,k)j,n,t
with
A
(m,k)
j,n,t = 2
−m
4
⌊j2
k−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
k−n
2 ⌋+1
Li2
−k/2
t (Y )
⌊i2
m−k+n
2 ⌋∑
ℓ=⌊(i−1)2
m−k+n
2 ⌋+1
[(
X
(m)
ℓ −X(m)ℓ−1
)κ
− µκ
]
B
(m,k)
j,n,t = 2
−m
4
⌊j2
k−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
k−n
2 ⌋+1
⌊i2
m−k
2 ⌋∑
ℓ=⌊(i−1)2
m−k
2 ⌋+1
[
Lℓ2
−m/2
t (Y )− Li2
−k/2
t (Y )
] [(
X
(m)
ℓ −X
(m)
ℓ−1
)κ
− µκ
]
C
(m,k)
j,n,t = 2
−m
4
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
] [
Li2
−m/2
t (Y )− Li,m(t)
]
We shall study A(m,k), B(m,k) and C(m,k) separately. By Proposition 2.3, we know that, asm→∞,
the random elementX; 2−m4
⌊i2
m−k+n
2 ⌋∑
ℓ=⌊(i−1)2
m−k+n
2 ⌋+1
[(
X
(m)
ℓ −X
(m)
ℓ−1
)κ
− µκ
]
:−N ≤ j ≤ N, ⌊(j − 1) 2k−n2 ⌋+1 6 i 6 ⌊j2k−n2 ⌋

onverges in law to{
X;
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
(
Bi2−k/2 −B(i−1)2−k/2
)
: −N ≤ j ≤ N, ⌊(j − 1) 2k−n2 ⌋+ 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊j2k−n2 ⌋
}
.
Hene, as m→∞, using also the independene between X and Y , we have:{
X;A
(m,k)
j,n : j = −N, . . . ,N
}
f.d.d.
=⇒
{
X;A
(∞,k)
j,n : j = −N, . . . ,N
}
,
where
A
(∞,k)
j,n,t ,
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
⌊j2
k−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
k−n
2 ⌋+1
Li2
−k/2
t (Y )
(
Bi2−k/2 −B(i−1)2−k/2
)
.
By letting k →∞, one obtains that A(∞,k)j,n,t onverges in probability towards√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ j2−n/2
(j−1)2−n/2
Lxt (Y )dBx.
This proves, by letting m and then k go to innity, that {X;A(m,k)j,n : j = −N, . . . ,N} onverges
in the sense of f.d.d. to{
X;
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ j2−n/2
(j−1)2−n/2
Lxt (Y )dBx : j = −N, . . . ,N
}
.
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To onlude the proof of the Proposition we shall show that, by letting m and then k go to
innity (for xed j, n and t > 0), one has that
∣∣∣B(m,k)j,n,t ∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣C(m,k)j,n,t ∣∣∣ onverge to zero in L2. Let
us rst onsider C
(m,k)
j,n,t . In what follows, cj,n denotes a onstant that an be dierent from line to
line. When t ∈ [0, 1] is xed, we have, by the independene of Brownian inrements and the rst
and the fourth points of Proposition 3.1:
E
[∣∣∣C(m,k)j,n,t ∣∣∣2] = 2−m2 Var(Gκ) ⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
E
[∣∣∣Li2−m/2t (Y )− Li,m(t)∣∣∣2]
6 cj,n 2
−mm2
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
E
[∣∣∣Li2−m/2t (Y )∣∣∣]
6 cj,n 2
−m/2m2.
Let us now onsider B
(m,k)
j,n,t . We have, by the independene of Brownian inrements and the
third point of Proposition 3.1:
E
[∣∣∣B(m,k)j,n,t ∣∣∣2] = 2−m2 Var(Gκ) ⌊j2
k−n
2 ⌋+1∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
k−n
2 ⌋+1
⌊i2
m−k
2 ⌋∑
ℓ=⌊(i−1)2
m−k
2 ⌋+1
E
[∣∣∣Lℓ2−m/2t (Y )− Li2−k/2t (Y )∣∣∣2]
6 cj,n 2
−m/2
⌊j2
k−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
k−n
2 ⌋+1
⌊i2
m−k
2 ⌋∑
ℓ=⌊(i−1)2
m−k
2 ⌋+1
(
i2−k/2 − ℓ 2−m/2)
6 cj,n 2
−k/2.
The desired onlusion follows immediately.
The next result will be the key in the proof of the onvergene (1.15):
Theorem 3.3 For even κ > 2 and t ∈ [0, 1], set
J
(n)
t (f) = 2
−n
4
1
2
∑
j∈Z
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2) + f(Xj 2−n/2)
) [
2κ
n
4
(
X
j2−
n
2
−X
(j−1)2−
n
2
)κ
− µκ
]
Lj,n(t),
where the real-valued funtion f belong to C2 with f ′ and f ′′ bounded. Then, as n → +∞, the
random element
{
Xx, J
(n)
t (f)
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
onverges in the sense of f.d.d. to{
Xx,
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫
R
f(Xx)L
x
t (Y )dBx
}
x∈R, t∈[0,1]
. (3.32)
Proof. By proeeding as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.5, it is not diult to
see that the onvergene result in the statement is equivalent to the onvergene of the pair{
Xx, J˜
(n)
t (f)
}
x∈R,t∈[0,1]
to the objet in (3.32) where
J˜
(n)
t (f) = 2
−n
4
∑
j∈Z
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
[
2κ
n
4
(
X
j2−
n
2
−X
(j−1)2−
n
2
)κ
− µκ
]
Lj,n(t).
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For every m > n and p > 1, one has that
J˜
(m)
t (f) = 2
−m
4
∑
j∈Z
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
f(X(i−1)2−m/2)
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
]
Li,m(t)
= A
(m,n,p)
t +B
(m,n,p)
t + C
(m,n,p)
t ,
where
A
(m,n,p)
t = 2
−m
4
∑
|i|>p2m/2
f(X(i−1)2−m/2)
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
]
Li,m(t),
B
(m,n,p)
t = 2
−m
4
∑
|j|6p2n/2
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
]
Li,m(t),
C
(m,n,p)
t = 2
−m
4
∑
|j|6p2n/2
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[
f(X(i−1)2−m/2)− f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
]
×
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
]
Li,m(t).
We shall study A(m,n,p), B(m,n,p) and C(m,n,p) separately. By Proposition 3.2, we know that, as
m→∞, the random elementX; 2−m4
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
[(
X
(m)
i −X(m)i−1
)κ
− µκ
]
Li,m(t) : |j| 6 p2n/2

onverges in law to {
X;
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ j2−n/2
(j−1)2−n/2
Lxt (Y )dBx : |j| 6 p2n/2
}
.
Hene, as m→∞,
{X;B(m,n,p)} f.d.d.=⇒ {X;B(∞,n,p)}
where
B
(∞,n,p)
t =
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∑
|j|6p2n/2
f(X(j−1)2−n/2)
∫ j2−n/2
(j−1)2−n/2
Lxt (Y )dBx.
By letting n→∞, one obtains that B(∞,n,p) onverges in probability towards
B
(∞,∞,p)
t =
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫ p
−p
f(Xx)L
x
t (Y )dBx.
Finally, by letting p → ∞, one obtains, as limit,
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫
R
f(Xx)L
x
t (Y )dBx. This proves
that, by letting m and then n and nally p go to innity, {X;B(m,n,p)} onverges in the sense of
f.d.d. to {X;
√
µ2κ − µ2κ
∫
R
f(Xx)L
x
t (Y )dBx}.
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To onlude the proof of the Theorem we shall show that, by letting m and then n and nally
p go to innity,
∣∣∣A(m,n,p)t ∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣C(m,n,p)t ∣∣∣ onverge to zero in L2. Let us rst onsider C(m,n,p)t .
When t ∈ [0, 1] is xed, the independene of the Brownian inrements yields that
E
[∣∣∣C(m,n,p)t ∣∣∣2] = 2−m2 Var(Gκ) ∑
|j|6p2n/2
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
E
∣∣∣f(X(i−1)2−m/2)− f(X(j−1)2−n/2)∣∣∣2
×E
{
|Li,m(t)|2
}
6 Var(Gκ)|f ′|2∞ 2−
m+n
2
∑
j∈Z
⌊j2
m−n
2 ⌋∑
i=⌊(j−1)2
m−n
2 ⌋+1
E
{
|Li,m(t)|2
}
= Var(Gκ)|f ′|2∞ 2−
m+n
2
∑
i∈Z
E
{
|Li,m(t)|2
}
.
The seond point of Proposition 3.1 implies that
∑
i∈ZE
[
|Li,m(t)|2
]
6 cst. 2m/2 uniformly in
t ∈ [0, 1]. This shows that
sup
m,p
E
[∣∣∣C(m,n,p)t ∣∣∣2] 6 cst.2−n/2.
Let us now onsider A
(m,n,p)
t . We have
E
[
|A(m,n,p)t |2
]
= Var(Gκ) 2−
m
2
∑
|i|>p2m/2
E
∣∣f(X(i−1)2−m/2)∣∣2E [|Li,m(t)|2]
6 Var(Gκ) sup
t∈[0,1]
E
∣∣f(Xt)∣∣2 2−m2 ∑
|i|>p2m/2
E
[|Li,m(t)|2] .
The fourth point in the statement of Proposition 3.1 yields
|Li,m(t)| 6 Li2−m/2t (Y ) +Km2−m/4
√
Li2
−m/2
t (Y ).
By using the rst point in the statement of Proposition 3.1, we dedue that:
E
[
|A(m,n,p)t |2
]
6 cst. 2−m/2
∑
i>p2m/2
exp
(− i22−m
2t
)
6 cst.
∑
i>p2m/2
∫ i2−m/2
(i−1)2−m/2
exp
(− x2
2t
)
dx
= cst.
∫ +∞
p
exp
(− x2
2t
)
dx ≤ cst.
p
.
The desired onlusion follows.
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We are nally in a position to prove Theorem 1.2:
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Proof of (1.15). By using an equality analogous to [11, p. 648, line 8℄ (observe that our
denition of V
(κ)
n (f, t) is slightly dierent than the one given in [11℄), 2
(κ−3)n
4 V
(κ)
n (f, t) equals
2−
n
4
1
2
∑
j∈Z
(
f(X(j−1)2−n/2) + f(Xj 2−n/2)
) [
2κ
n
4
(
Xj2−n/2 −X(j−1)2−n/2
)κ
− µκ
]
Lj,n(t).
As a onsequene, (1.15) derives immediately from Theorem 3.3.
Proof of (1.16). Based on Lemma 1.1, it is showed in [11℄, p. 658, that
V (κ)n (f, t) =

1
2
∑j⋆−1
j=0
(
f(X+
(j−1)2−n/2
) + f(X+
j 2−n/2
)
)(
X+
j2−n/2
−X+
(j−1)2−n/2
)κ
if j⋆ > 0
0 if j⋆ = 0
1
2
∑|j⋆|−1
j=0
(
f(X−
(j−1)2−n/2
) + f(X−
j 2−n/2
)
)(
X−
j2−n/2
−X−
(j−1)2−n/2
)κ
if j⋆ < 0
Here, X+ (resp. X−) represents X restrited to [0,∞) (resp. (−∞, 0]), and j⋆ is dened as
follows:
j⋆ = j⋆(n, t) = 2n/2 Y (T⌊2nt⌋,n).
For t ∈ [0, 1], let
Yn(t) = Y (T⌊2nt⌋,n).
Also, for t > 0, set
J±n (f, t) = 2
(κ−1)n
4
1
2
⌊2n/2t⌋∑
j=1
(
f(X±
(j−1)2−n/2
) + f(X±
j 2−n/2
)
)(
X±
j2−n/2
−X±
(j−1)2−n/2
)κ
and, for u ∈ R:
Jn(f, u) =
{
J+n (f, u), if u > 0,
J−n (f,−u), if u > 0.
Observe that
2(κ−1)
n
4 V (κ)n (f, t) = Jn
(
f, Yn(t)
)
(see also (4.3) in [11℄). (3.33)
For every s, t ∈ R and n > 1, we shall prove
E
∣∣Jn(f, t)− Jn(f, s)∣∣2 6 cf,κ (2−n2 ∣∣⌊2n2 t⌋ − ⌊2n2 s⌋∣∣+ 2−n∣∣⌊2n2 t⌋ − ⌊2n2 s⌋∣∣2) (3.34)
for a onstant cf,κ depending only of f and κ. For simpliity, we only make the proof when
s, t > 0, but the other ases an be handled in the same way. For u > 0, we an deompose
Jn(f, u) = J
(a)
n (f, u) + J
(b)
n (f, u)
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where
J (a)n (f, u) = 2
(κ−1)n
4
⌊2
n
2 u⌋∑
j=1
f
(
X
(j−1)2−
n
2
)(
X
j2−
n
2
−X
(j−1)2−
n
2
)κ
J (b)n (f, u) =
1
2
2(κ−1)
n
4
⌊2
n
2 u⌋∑
j=1
f ′
(
Xθj,n
)(
X
j2−
n
2
−X
(j−1)2−
n
2
)κ+1
for some θj,n lying between (j − 1)2−n2 and j2−n2 . By independene, and beause κ is odd, we
an write, for 0 ≤ s ≤ t:
E
∣∣J (a)n (f, t)− J (a)n (f, s)∣∣2 = µ2κ 2−n2 ⌊2
n
2 t⌋∑
j=⌊2
n
2 s⌋+1
E
∣∣f(X
(j−1)2−
n
2
)∣∣2
6 cf,κ 2
−n
2
∣∣⌊2n2 t⌋ − ⌊2n2 s⌋∣∣.
For J
(b)
n (f, ·), we have by Cauhy-Shwarz inequality:
E
∣∣J (b)n (f, t)− J (b)n (f, s)∣∣2 6 cf,κ (2−n2 ∣∣⌊2n2 t⌋ − ⌊2n2 s⌋∣∣)2 .
The desired onlusion (3.34) follows. Sine X and Y are independent, (3.34) yields that
E
∣∣Jn(f, Yn(t)) − Jn(f, Y (t))∣∣2
is bounded by
cf,κE
[
2−
n
2
∣∣⌊2n2 Yn(t)⌋ − ⌊2n2 Y (t)⌋∣∣+ 2−n∣∣⌊2n2 Yn(t)⌋ − ⌊2n2 Y (t)⌋∣∣2] .
But this quantity tends to zero as n → ∞, beause Yn(t) L
2−→Y (t) (reall that T⌊2nt⌋,n L
2−→ t, see
Lemma 2.2 in [11℄). Combining this latter fat with the independene between Jn(f, ·) and Y ,
and the onvergene in the sense of f.d.d. given by Corollary 2.9, one obtains
Jn(f, ·)−→
∫ ·
0
f(Xz)
(
µκ+1d
◦Xz +
√
µ2κ − µ2κ+1dBz
)
,
where the onvergene is in the sense of f.d.d., hene
Jn(f, Yn)−→
∫ Y
0
f(Xz)
(
µκ+1d
◦Xz +
√
µ2κ − µ2κ+1dBz
)
,
where the onvergene is one again in the sense of f.d.d.. In view of (3.33), this onludes the
proof of (1.16).
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4 Proof of Theorem 1.4
Let
UU2j+1,n(t) = ♯
{
k = 0, . . . , ⌊2n−1t⌋ − 1 : Y (T2k,n) = (2j)2−n/2,
Y (T2k+1,n) = (2j + 1)2
−n/2, Y (T2k+2,n) = (2j + 2)2
−n/2
}
UD2j+1,n(t) = ♯
{
k = 0, . . . , ⌊2n−1t⌋ − 1 : Y (T2k,n) = (2j)2−n/2,
Y (T2k+1,n) = (2j + 1)2
−n/2, Y (T2k+2,n) = (2j)2
−n/2
}
DU2j+1,n(t) = ♯
{
k = 0, . . . , ⌊2n−1t⌋ − 1 : Y (T2k,n) = (2j + 2)2−n/2,
Y (T2k+1,n) = (2j + 1)2
−n/2, Y (T2k+2,n) = (2j + 2)2
−n/2
}
DD2j+1,n(t) = ♯
{
k = 0, . . . , ⌊2n−1t⌋ − 1 : Y (T2k,n) = (2j + 2)2−n/2,
Y (T2k+1,n) = (2j + 1)2
−n/2, Y (T2k+2,n) = (2j)2
−n/2
}
.
denote the number of double uprossings and/or downrossings of the interval [(2j)2−n/2, (2j +
2)2−n/2] within the rst ⌊2nt⌋ steps of the random walk {Y (Tk,n), k ∈ N}. Observe that
S(κ)n (f, t) =
∑
j∈Z
f
(
X(2j+1)2−n/2
) [(
X(2j+2)2−n/2 −X(2j+1)2−n/2
)κ
+(−1)κ+1(X(2j+1)2−n/2 −X(2j)2−n/2)κ] (UU2j+1,n(t)−DD2j+1,n(t)).
(4.35)
The proof of the following lemma is easily obtained by observing that the double uprossings and
downrossings of the interval [(2j)2−n/2, (2j + 2)2−n/2] alternate:
Lemma 4.1 Let t > 0. For eah j ∈ Z,
UU2j+1,n(t)−DD2j+1,n(t) =

1{0≤j< ej⋆} if j˜⋆ > 0
0 if j˜⋆ = 0
−1{ ej⋆≤j<0} if j˜⋆ < 0
where
j˜⋆ = j˜⋆(n, t) =
1
2
2n/2Y (T2⌊2n−1t⌋,n).
Consequently, by ombining Lemma 4.1 with (4.35), we dedue:
S(κ)n (f, t) =

∑ ej⋆−1
j=0 f(X
+
(2j+1)2−n/2
)
[(
X+
(2j+2)2−n/2
−X+
(2j+1)2−n/2
)κ
+(−1)κ+1(X+
(2j+1)2−n/2
−X+
(2j)2−n/2
)κ]
if j˜⋆ > 0
0 if j˜⋆ = 0∑| ej⋆|−1
j=0 f(X
−
(2j+1)2−n/2
)
[(
X−
(2j+2)2−n/2
−X−
(2j+1)2−n/2
)κ
+(−1)κ+1(X−
(2j+1)2−n/2
−X−
(2j)2−n/2
)κ]
if j˜⋆ < 0
.
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Here, as in the proof of (1.16), X+ (resp. X−) represents X restrited to [0,∞) (resp. (−∞, 0]).
For t > 0, set
J˜±n (f, t) = 2
(κ−1)n
4
j
1
2
2
n
2 t
k∑
j=0
f(X±
(2j+1)2−
n
2
)
[(
X±
(2j+2)2−
n
2
−X±
(2j+1)2−
n
2
)κ
+(−1)κ+1(X±
(2j+1)2−
n
2
−X±
(2j)2−
n
2
)κ]
and, for u ∈ R:
J˜n(f, u) =
{
J˜+n (f, u), if u > 0,
J˜−n (f,−u), if u > 0.
Also, let
Y˜n(t) = Y (T2⌊2n−1t⌋,n).
Observe that
2(κ−1)
n
4 S(κ)n (f, t) = J˜n
(
f, Y˜n(t)
)
. (4.36)
Finally, using Corollary 2.8 (for κ even) and Corollary 2.10 (for κ odd), and arguing exatly as in
the proof of (1.16), we obtain that the statement of Theorem 1.4 holds.
✷
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